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Let X be a generalized convex metric space, and let S, T be a pair of asymptotically nonexpansive
mappings. In this paper, we will consider an Ishikawa type iteration process with errors to
approximate the unique common fixed point of S and T .
1. Introduction and Preliminaries
Let X, d be a metric space, S, T : X → X a pair of asymptotically nonexpansive mappings




) ≤ ad(x, y)  b[dx, Snx  d(y, Tny)]  c[d(x, Tny)  d(y, Snx)] ∗
for all x, y ∈ X, n ≥ 1.
Bose 1 first defined a pair of mean nonexpansive mappings in Banach space, that is,
∥∥Sx − Ty∥∥ ≤ a∥∥x − y∥∥  b[‖x − Sx‖  ∥∥y − Ty∥∥]  c[∥∥x − Ty∥∥  ∥∥y − Sx∥∥], 1.1
let n  1 in ∗, and then they proved several convergence theorems for commom fixed
points of mean nonexpansive mappings. Gu and Li 2 also studied the same problem; they
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considered the Ishikawa iteration process to approximate the common fixed point of mean
nonexpansive mappings in uniformly convex Banach space. Takahashi 3 first introduced a
notion of convex metric space, which is more general space, and each linear normed space
is a special example of the space. Late on, Ciric et al. 4 proved the convergence of an
Ishikawa type iteration process to approximate the common fixed point of a pair of mappings
under condition B, which is also a special example of ∗ in convex metric space. Very
recently, Wang and Liu 5 give some suﬃciency and necessary conditions for an Ishikawa
type iteration process with errors to approximate a common fixed point of two mappings in
generalized convex metric space.
Inspired andmotivated by the above facts,we will consider the Ishikawa type iteration
process with errors, which converges to the unique common fixed point of the pair of
asymptotically nonexpansive mappings in generalized convex metric space. Our results
extend and improve the corresponding results in 1–6.
First of all, we will need the following definitions and conclusions.
Definition 1.1 see 3. Let X, d be a metric space, and I  0, 1. A mappingw : X2×I → X









) ≤ λdx, u  1 − λd(y, u). 1.2
If X, d is a metric space with a convex structure w, then X, d is called a convex metric
space. Moreover, a nonempty subset E of X is said to be convex if wx, y, λ ∈ X, for all
x, y, λ ∈ E2 × I.
Definition 1.2 see 6. Let X, d be a metric space, I  0, 1, and {an}, {bn}, {cn} real
sequences in 0, 1 with an  bn  cn  1. A mapping w : X3 × I3 → X is said to be convex






x, y, z, an, bn, cn
)
, u




 cndz, u. 1.3
If X, d is a metric space with a convex structurew, then X, d is called a generalized convex
metric space. Moreover, a nonempty subset E ofX is said to be convex ifwx, y, z, an, bn, cn ∈
E, for all x, y, z, an, bn, cn ∈ E3 × I3.
Remark 1.3. It is easy to see that every generalized convex metric space is a convex metric
space let cn  0.
Definition 1.4. Let X, d be a generalized convex metric space with a convex structure w :
X3 × I3 → X, and E a nonempty closed convex subset of X. Let S, T : E → E be a pair of
asymptotically nonexpansive mappings, and {an}, {bn}, {cn}, {a′n}, {b′n}, {c′n} six sequences in
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where {un}, {vn} are two sequences in E satisfying the following condition. If for any








: x ∈ {ui, vi}, y ∈
{
xj , yj , Syj , Txj , uj , vj
}}
< δAnm, ∗∗








then {xn} is called the Ishikawa type iteration process with errors of a pair of asymptotically
nonexpansive mappings S and T.
Remark 1.5. Note that the iteration processes considered in 1, 2, 4, 6 can be obtained from
the above process as special cases by suitably choosing the space, the mappings, and the
parameters.
Theorem 1.6 see 5. Let E be a nonempty closed convex subset of complete convex metric space
X, and S, T : E → E uniformly quasi-Lipschitzian mappings with L > 0 and L′ > 0, and F 
FS∩FT/ ∅ (FT  {x ∈ X : Tx  x}). Suppose that {xn} is the Ishikawa type iteration process
with errors defined by 1.4, {un}, {vn} satisfy ∗∗, and {an}, {bn}, {cn}, {a′n}, {b′n}, {c′n} are six
sequences in 0, 1 satisfying







bn  cn < ∞, 1.6
then {xn} converge to a fixed point of S and T if and only if lim infn→∞ dxn, F  0, where
dx, F  inf{dx, p : p ∈ F}.
Remark 1.7. Let FT  {x ∈ X : Tx  x}/ ∅. A mapping T : X → X is called uniformly




) ≤ Ld(x, p) 1.7
for all x ∈ X, p ∈ FT, n ≥ 1.
2. Main Results
Now, we will prove the strong convergence of the iteration scheme 1.4 to the unique
common fixed point of a pair of asymptotically nonexpansive mappings S and T in complete
generalized convex metric spaces.
Theorem 2.1. Let E be a nonempty closed convex subset of complete generalized convex metric space
X, and S, T : E → E a pair of asymptotically nonexpansive mappings with b / 0, and F  FS ∩
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FT/ ∅. Suppose {xn} as in 1.4, {un}, {vn} satisfy ∗∗, and {an}, {bn}, {cn}, {a′n}, {b′n}, {c′n}
are six sequences in 0, 1 satisfying







bn  cn < ∞, 2.1
then {xn} converge to the unique common fixed point of S and T if and only if lim infn→∞ dxn, F 
0, where dx, F  inf{dx, p : p ∈ F}.
Proof. The necessity of conditions is obvious. Thus, we will only prove the suﬃciency.




) ≤ ad(x, p)  b[dx, Snx  d(p, p)]  c[d(x, p)  d(p, Snx)]
≤ ad(x, p)  b[d(x, p)  d(p, Snx)]  c[d(x, p)  d(p, Snx)]
2.2
implies
1 − b − cd(Snx, p) ≤ a  b  cd(x, p) 2.3




) ≤ Kd(x, p), 2.4
where 0 < K  a  b  c/1 − b − c ≤ 1. Similarly, we also have dTnx, p ≤ Kdx, p.
By Remark 1.7, we get that S and T are two uniformly quasi-Lipschitzian mappings
with L  L′  K > 0. Therefore, from Theorem 1.6, we know that {xn} converges to a
common fixed point of S and T .































Since a  2c < 1, we obtain p1  p2. This completes the proof.
Remark 2.2. i We consider a suﬃcient and necessary condition for the Ishikawa type
iteration process with errors in complete generalized convex metric space; our mappings are
the more general mappings a pair of asymptotically nonexpansive mappings, so our result
extend and generalize the corresponding results in 1–4, 6.
ii Since {xn} converges to the unique fixed point of S and T , we have improved
Theorem 1.6 in 5.
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Corollary 2.3. Let E be a nonempty closed convex subset of Banach space X, S, T : E → E a pair of
asymptotically nonexpansive mappings, that is,
∥
∥Snx − Tny∥∥ ≤ a∥∥x − y∥∥  b[‖x − Snx‖  ∥∥y − Tny∥∥]  c[∥∥x − Tny∥∥  ∥∥y − Snx∥∥] 2.6
with b / 0, and F  FS∩FT/ ∅. For any given x1 ∈ E, {xn} is an Ishikawa type iteration process
with errors defined by
xn1  anxn  bnSnyn  cnun,





where {un}, {vn} ∈ E are two bounded sequences and {an}, {bn}, {cn}, {a′n}, {b′n}, {c′n} are six
sequences in 0, 1 satisfying







bn  cn < ∞. 2.8
Then, {xn} converges to the unique common fixed point of S and T if and only if
lim infn→∞dxn, F  0, where dx, F  inf{‖x − p‖ : p ∈ F}.
Proof. From the proof of Theorem 2.1, we have
∥∥Snx − p∥∥ ≤ K∥∥x − p∥∥, ∥∥Tnx − p∥∥ ≤ K∥∥x − p∥∥, 2.9
where K  a  b  c/1 − b − c. Hence, S and T are two uniformly quasi-Lipschitzian
mappings in Banach space. Since Theorem 1.6 also holds in Banach spaces, we can prove that
there exists a p ∈ F such that limn→∞‖xn − p‖  0. The proof of uniqueness is the same to that
of Theorem 2.1. Therefore, {xn} converges to the unique common fixed point of S and T .
Corollary 2.4. Let E be a nonempty closed convex subset of Banach space X, S, T : E → E a pair of
asymptotically nonexpansive mappings, that is,
∥∥Snx − Tny∥∥ ≤ a∥∥x − y∥∥  b[‖x − Snx‖  ∥∥y − Tny∥∥]  c[∥∥x − Tny∥∥  ∥∥y − Snx∥∥] 2.10
with b / 0, and F  FS ∩ FT/ ∅. For any given x1 ∈ E, {xn} an Ishikawa type iteration process
defined by
xn1  αnxn  1 − αnSnyn,






where {αn}, {βn} are two sequences in 0, 1 satisfying
∑∞
n11 − αn < ∞. Then, {xn} converges to
the unique common fixed point of S and T if and only if lim infn→∞ dxn, F  0, where dx, F 
inf{‖x − p‖ : p ∈ F}.
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Proof. Let an  αn, a′n  βn and cn  c
′
n  0. The result can be deduced immediately from
Corollary 2.3. This completes the proof.
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